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Abstract 20 

Seismic anisotropy in and beneath the subducting slabs of the Antilles is 21 

investigated using observations of shear-wave splitting. We use a combination of 22 

teleseismic and local events recorded at three-component broadband seismic 23 

stations on every major island in the area to map anisotropy in the crust, the 24 

mantle wedge and the slab/sub-slab mantle. To date this is the most 25 

comprehensive study of anisotropy in this region, involving 52 stations from 8 26 

seismic networks.  Local event delay times (0.21±0.12s) do not increase with 27 

depth, indicating a crustal origin in anisotropy and an isotropic mantle wedge. 28 

Teleseismic delay times are much larger (1.34±0.47s), with fast shear-wave 29 

polarisations that are predominantly parallel to trend of the arc. These 30 

observations can be interpreted three ways: (1) the presence of pre-existing 31 

anisotropy in the subducting slab; (2) anisotropy due to sub-slab mantle flow 32 

around the eastern margin of the nearly stationary Caribbean plate; (3) some 33 

combination of both mechanisms. However, there are two notable variations in 34 

the trench-parallel pattern of anisotropy - trench-perpendicular alignment is 35 

observed in narrow regions east of Puerto Rico and south of Martinique. These 36 

observations support previously proposed ideas of eastward sublithospheric 37 

mantle flow through gaps in the slab. Furthermore, the pattern of anisotropy 38 

south of Martinique, near Saint Lucia is consistent with a previously proposed 39 

location for the boundary between the North and South American plates. 40 

 41 

Keywords: anisotropy, subduction zone, Lesser Antilles 42 

43 
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1. Introduction 44 

 45 

The degree of coupling between slabs and the convecting mantle is still not fully 46 

understood, partly because it is difficult to constrain this from geophysical 47 

observations. Flow-induced seismic anisotropy provides arguably one of our 48 

best tools to study this and numerous studies suggest that subduction zones 49 

cause large-scale redirection of mantle flow around the subducting slab. This is 50 

further complicated by slab gaps or tears that lead to slab segmentation, 51 

providing potential locations for mantle flow across these tectonic boundaries 52 

(Russo & Silver, 1994; Russo et al., 2010). Slab segmentation has been inferred in 53 

many subduction environments, such as the Philippine plate beneath central 54 

Japan (Mazzotti et al., 1999) and the Ryukyu arc (Lin et al., 2004), central Italy 55 

(Rosenbaum et al., 2008), southern Chile (Russo et al., 2010), and the Lesser 56 

Antilles Arc (Wadge & Shepherd, 1984; Benthem et al., 2013). Based on the ideas 57 

of ten Brink (2005), the effect of a slab tear on seismic anisotropy has also been 58 

investigated east of the island of Puerto Rico (Meighan & Pulliam, 2013; Meighan 59 

et al., 2013). The ‘continental undertow’ model (Alvarez, 1982) and its 60 

subsequent modification (Alvarez, 2001) propose eastward sublithosphere 61 

mantle flow beneath the Caribbean in order to accommodate mantle material 62 

redistribution from the shrinking Pacific. However, the outflow would be 63 

blocked by the subducting slab beneath the Lesser Antilles. Here we investigate 64 

seismic anisotropy along the Lesser Antilles Arc and the tectonic boundary of the 65 

adjacent Greater Antilles, assessing the continuity of mantle flow along this 66 

complex plate boundary. 67 

 68 

Seismic anisotropy leads to variations in the speed of seismic waves as a function 69 

of the direction of wave propagation, observations of which can be used to 70 

investigate the heterogeneity of anisotropy in the crust and upper-mantle in 71 

subduction regions (Russo et al., 1996; Long & van der Hilst, 2006; Di Leo et al., 72 

2012). Seismic anisotropy can be caused by different mechanisms, intrinsic or 73 

extrinsic. Intrinsic ones include crystal alignment of anisotropic minerals due to 74 

shear strain, called lattice-preferred orientation (LPO; Mainprice & Nicolas, 75 

1989). Large-scale alignment of these minerals, primarily olivine in the upper 76 
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mantle, will lead to the formation of an anisotropic region. Anisotropy can be 77 

also introduced by extrinsic effects, such as thin layering of materials with 78 

contrasting elastic properties (Backus, 1962), as well as the alignment of cracks, 79 

fractures or inclusions. The alignment of fluid-filled cracks is thought to be a 80 

widespread source of anisotropy in the upper crust (Crampin et al., 1980a; 81 

1980b; Silver, 1996, Keir et al., 2005). In such cases, anisotropy occurs due to the 82 

alignment of larger-scale features, an effect commonly termed shape-preferred 83 

orientation (SPO; Mainprice & Nicolas, 1989). In order to resolve these features, 84 

their size has to be smaller than the seismic wavelength used for the observation. 85 

Hence, extrinsic effects are dependent on the seismic frequency (Savage, 1999; 86 

Al-Harrasi et al., 2011). In the crust an orientation in the direction of maximum 87 

stress is observed, commonly being parallel to the alignment of fractures or 88 

cracks. 89 

 90 

The independent propagation of two shear-waves is a distinct feature of seismic 91 

anisotropy and observations of this so-called shear-wave splitting are now used 92 

routinely to probe seismic anisotropy in the deep Earth. The length scale of 93 

lateral variations in shear-wave splitting can be used to constrain depths of the 94 

anisotropic layer by appealing to arguments based on the size of Fresnel Zones 95 

of teleseismic phases (Alsina & Snieder, 1995; Hammond et al., 2010). 96 

Constraining layers of anisotropy requires a detailed study of shear-wave 97 

splitting as a function of the initial source polarisation (Savage & Silver, 1993), 98 

which can be posed as a tomographic inverse problem (Wookey, 2012). This 99 

problem becomes much easier if there is a good depth distribution of seismic 100 

events beneath a region of interest. Fortunately, this is possible in subduction 101 

regions, as there is generally abundant seismicity in the overlying crust and in 102 

the subducting slab. Splitting observed in these events and distant teleseismic 103 

phases can be used to constrain anisotropy in the crust, upper-mantle wedge, 104 

subducting slab, and underlying mantle (e.g., Di Leo, et al., 2012).  105 

 106 

In many subduction zones a strong trench-parallel orientation of the fast shear-107 

wave axis has been observed using teleseismic events (see Long & Silver (2009) 108 

and references therein). However, traditional models using a two-dimensional 109 
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corner flow, combined with an entrained sub-slab mantle flow predict trench-110 

perpendicular fast splitting directions (Ribe, 1989; Russo & Silver, 1994; Hall et 111 

al., 2000; Lowman et al., 2007). Therefore, different models have been proposed 112 

to explain the widely observed trench-parallel orientation along subduction 113 

zones. 114 

 115 

In the mantle wedge, the occurrence of B-type LPO can change the fast 116 

orientation to perpendicular to the direction of maximal strain. This can be 117 

caused by the presence of water (Jung & Karato, 2001) or high pressure at 118 

depths of around 80 to 90 km (Jung et al., 2009). B-type olivine can most likely 119 

be found in the forearc mantle and a layer above the subducting slab (Kneller et 120 

al., 2005). Katayama et al. (2009) show that it is possible to achieve strong 121 

trench-parallel orientations by an alignment of serpentine, as the delay times 122 

would be large enough to explain results generally observed in subduction 123 

environments. More recently Nagaya et al. (2016) have shown that trench 124 

parallel anisotropy in the Ryuku subduction zone can be explained by 125 

widespread antigorite in the upper-mantle wedge caused by convection in a 126 

hydrated forearc mantle. 127 

 128 

In the subducting slab another model appeals to serpentinised cracks that are 129 

aligned due to slab bending, which creates a combination of SPO and LPO effects 130 

(Faccenda et al., 2008; Healy et al., 2009). 131 

 132 

Beneath the subducted lithosphere trench-parallel fast directions can also be 133 

produced by the entrainment of an asthenosphere layer with weak azimuthal 134 

and strong radial anisotropy (Song & Kawakatsu, 2012). A further model to 135 

explain trench-parallel behaviour invokes three-dimensional flow (Lowman et 136 

al., 2007) including mantle flow around the edges of the subducting slab due to 137 

trench migration (Long & Silver, 2008; 2009). 138 

 139 

In this study we investigate seismic anisotropy in the eastern Greater and the 140 

Lesser Antilles along an extensive subduction environment, including the crust 141 

and the upper mantle as regions of interest. We use data from seismic stations 142 
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operated by a wide range of agencies, yielding the most comprehensive dataset 143 

used to study this region to date. A combination of teleseismic and local events is 144 

used to observe and distinguish between anisotropy in the crust, the mantle 145 

wedge and the sub-slab mantle. We test the Alverez (1982; 2001) model of 146 

mantle flow through tears or gaps in the slabs of the eastern Caribbean. The 147 

subduction of a plate boundary could lead to a gap in the slab (van Benthem et 148 

al., 2013), thus allowing for mantle flow to pass through the gap. Therefore, we 149 

can also look for evidence of the boundary between the North American and 150 

South American plates, which must be located somewhere along the Lesser 151 

Antilles arc. 152 

 153 

2. Tectonic Setting 154 

 155 

Our study area includes the eastern Greater Antilles and the Lesser Antilles 156 

(Figure 1). The eastern Greater Antilles area consists of the Northern Caribbean 157 

Plate Boundary Zone (NCPBZ) and includes Hispaniola and Puerto Rico. The 158 

tectonic setting of this region is dominated by a left-lateral east-west strike-slip 159 

motion. It includes an oblique convergence of the Bahamas Carbonate Banks, a 160 

part of the Bahamas ridge, and a pull-apart basin in the Mona Passage, the sea 161 

gate between Hispaniola and Puerto Rico (Masson & Scanlon, 1991; Dolan et al., 162 

1998; ten Brink, 2005). The islands themselves are located on microplates, 163 

which form a bridge between two subduction zones in close proximity. The 164 

oceanic lithosphere of the North American plate subducts at the Puerto Rico 165 

trench north of the islands and the thickened Caribbean plate subducts at the Los 166 

Muertos trench to the south of Puerto Rico and the eastern part of Hispaniola 167 

Dolan et al. (1998). The northern part of Hispaniola undergoes a collision with 168 

the southeastern extension of the Bahamas ridge system at the Bahamas 169 

Carbonate Banks, which has been ongoing for the last 4 to 5 Ma. This collision 170 

caused an opening of the Mona Passage. Due to the highly oblique collision of the 171 

northwestern corner of Puerto Rico with the southeastern end of the Bahamas 172 

ridge, a counterclockwise motion of the Puerto Rico microplate of around 25˚ 173 

was initiated during the late Miocene (11–4.5 Ma; Reid et al., 1991). 174 

Furthermore, a study of the thickness of the carbonate layers off the coast of 175 
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Puerto Rico (ten Brink, 2005) revealed that the island experienced an uplift of 176 

about 1300 m in the last 3 Ma. 177 

 178 

The Lesser Antilles arc is the eastern boundary of the Caribbean plate. It is 179 

characterised by a chain of volcanic islands extending from Anguilla and Saba in 180 

the north, to the South American continent with Grenada being the 181 

southernmost volcanic island. The arc originated from the relatively slow 182 

subduction (~ 2 cm/yr; DeMets et al., 2000) of the North and South American 183 

plates beneath the Caribbean plate. The subduction of the oceanic South 184 

American lithosphere continues to the south where the slab is detached and 185 

overridden by the South American continent, leaving a mantle between the 186 

continent and the slab that is mobile enough (e.g., not cratonic) to enable the 187 

detached slab to retain its position beneath the continent (VanDecar et al., 2003). 188 

North of Martinique it bifurcates with an active inner arm including the islands 189 

of Montserrat, St. Kitts, St. Eustatius and Saba to the west and an inactive outer 190 

arm including the islands of Antigua and St. Martin to the east. Bouysse (1988) 191 

and Bouysse et al. (1990) suggest that the underplating of a subducting buoyant 192 

ridge blocked the subduction, which led to a jump of the volcanic front to the 193 

east at the end of the Palaeogene. 194 

 195 

In the west the arc is bounded by the sedimentary Grenada Basin, formed by 196 

back-arc spreading, and the Aves Ridge, a remnant arc located 200 km off the 197 

LAA (Tomblin, 1975; Stein et al., 1982). In its southern part the Tobago Basin 198 

neighbours the arc to the east (Christeson et al., 2008). 199 

 200 

In general, earthquakes in the Greater and Lesser Antilles do not occur at great 201 

depths; the seismicity can be traced down along the slab to depths of about 200 202 

km, with the average seismicity being at depths of around 100 km beneath the 203 

island arc (Westbrook, 1975; Wadge & Shepherd 1984; Westbrook et al., 1984; 204 

Schlaphorst et al., 2016). South of Saint Lucia (~13˚N) a region of reduced 205 

seismicity can be observed (Wadge & Shepherd, 1984). The location of the North 206 

America–South America–Caribbean triple junction remains unclear and cannot 207 

be observed using focal mechanisms of shallow events (Stein et al., 1982). 208 
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Location estimates range from 13˚N to 19˚N based on gaps in the Wadati-Benioff 209 

zone (Wadge & Shepherd, 1984), isostatically uncompensated ridges (Müller & 210 

Smith, 1993), seismicity (Bird, 2003) or P-wave velocity tomography models 211 

(Benthem et al, 2013). 212 

 213 

3. Method 214 

 215 

Anisotropy in the subsurface can be investigated through observations of shear-216 

wave splitting. An initially linearly polarised shear-wave splits into two 217 

orthogonally polarised shear-waves that have different speeds as they propagate 218 

through an anisotropic medium. In this work shear-wave splitting is measured 219 

using the approach introduced by Silver & Chan (1991) and extended by Teanby 220 

et al. (2004). The style of anisotropy can be described by the polarisation of the 221 

fastest shear-wave (φ) and the difference in arrival times between the fast and 222 

the slow shear-wave (δt) – the so-called splitting parameters. If δt is smaller than 223 

the dominant seismic wavelength the S-wave particle motion will exhibit a 224 

characteristic elliptical particle motion, the ellipticity of which can be described 225 

by a co-variance matrix. The splitting analysis involves a correction that removes 226 

the effects of splitting, which minimises the second eigenvalue of the covariance 227 

matrix. If successful, the correction linearises the S-wave splitting particle 228 

motion revealing the polarisation of the initial isotropic shear-wave.  229 

 230 

Confidence in the splitting parameters linearising the particle motion can be 231 

estimated using a statistical F test, which is plotted as an error surface over the 232 

grid of δt and φ. Teanby et al. (2004) showed that the splitting result can be 233 

highly dependent on the choice of the start and end of this time window, and so 234 

modified the method by introducing a range of start and end times, rather than 235 

fixed values. Using cluster analysis the method finds solutions that are stable 236 

over a large range of different time windows. The solution with the smallest 237 

uncertainties within the largest cluster is used as the best solution. 238 

 239 

A high SNR on both the radial and transverse component is needed to detect 240 

shear-wave splitting (e.g., Restivo & Helffrich, 1999). Bandpass filtering can be 241 
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useful to increase the SNR. However, the frequency content of teleseismic events 242 

lies in a similar range to that of oceanic noise (Webb, 1991). This reduces the 243 

improvement of data through filtering, especially at island stations. Furthermore, 244 

an increase in attenuation, observed in subduction environments and attributed 245 

to the dewatering of the subducted slab (Haberland & Rietbrock, 2001), can also 246 

lower the quality of the S-wave phases. Therefore, we stack the contour plots of 247 

shear-wave splitting error-surfaces for teleseismic events detected at one or 248 

more stations in close proximity, which improves confidence in the results 249 

(Wolfe & Silver, 1998). The robustness of the stacked result is increased by 250 

introducing a weighting factor that correlates with the SNR (Restivo & Helffrich, 251 

1999). 252 

 253 

A single shear-wave splitting observation is most easily interpreted in terms of a 254 

single homogeneous anisotropic layer with hexagonal symmetry and a 255 

horizontal symmetry axis. Especially for teleseismic events that travel the entire 256 

mantle beneath the receiver this assumption may not be true, as complications 257 

can arise due to a dipping symmetry axis, lateral and vertical variations in the 258 

anisotropy or a lower form of symmetry (e.g., orthorhombic). These effects are 259 

revealed through a dependency on initial source polarisation in the splitting 260 

parameters (Silver & Savage, 1994; Kendall, 2000). To distinguish between 261 

different layers of anisotropy local events can be used, as they do not travel the 262 

entire crust and mantle. By including these it is possible to gain insight into the 263 

depth dependency on shear-wave splitting results and, thus, to potentially 264 

estimate depths of different anisotropic layers. With a combined use of local and 265 

teleseismic events it is possible to observe anisotropy in the crust, the upper 266 

mantle wedge, the slab and the sub-slab mantle (e.g., Di Leo et al., 2012).  267 

 268 

An SKS-wave travels as a P-wave through the outer core, losing the initial source 269 

polarisation of the wave. Upon re-entering the mantle, the P-to-S-conversion at 270 

the CMB polarises the shear-wave in the sagittal plane (i.e., an SV wave). 271 

Therefore, for SK(K)S (and PKS) the source polarisation of the shear-wave 272 

splitting result should be close to the backazimuth (baz or baz+180˚). If this is 273 
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not the case, the wave may have encountered complex anisotropy in the deeper 274 

mantle (Hall et al., 2004). 275 

 276 

The source polarisation of the local S-waves can be diverse and depends on the 277 

focal mechanism of the earthquake. For measurements with these phases the 278 

depth of the source and its distance to the receiver is of great importance. P-to-S 279 

surface reflections can cause waveform effects that can be mistaken for shear-280 

wave splitting effects (Evans, 1984). To avoid distortion of the signal a so-called 281 

shear-wave window has to be introduced. This defines a cone shaped area 282 

beneath the receiver in which the threshold for the critical inclination angle is 283 

smaller than the critical angle to avoid S-to-P-reflections at the surface that can 284 

distort the signal. It depends on the Poisson's ratio, but for our purpose it is 285 

approximately 35˚ from the vertical (Evans, 1984; Savage, 1999). 286 

 287 

In summary, there are several indicators that can be used as a guide to identify a 288 

good shear-wave splitting measurement: 289 

 290 

(a) A clear onset of the shear phase is visible in the data (Figure 2A). 291 

(b) The SNR is high (Figure 2A, B). 292 

(c) The second eigenvalue of the covariance matrix that describes the particle 293 

motion is noticeably reduced. This can be seen as an amplitude reduction on the 294 

corrected transverse component (Figure 2B). 295 

(d) The fast and slow shear-waves are very similar in shape (Figure 2C, top row). 296 

(e) The corrected particle motion in the defined time window should be 297 

linearised, whereas the original motion has an elliptic shape (Figure 2C, bottom 298 

row). 299 

(f) The contour plot of the grid-search over the splitting parameters showing the 300 

amplitude of the second eigenvalue should have a clear minimum with small 301 

well-constrained 95% confidence region (Figure 2D, big panel). A periodic 302 

behaviour can often be attributed cycle skipping due to bandlimited or noisy 303 

data. In those cases several good solutions are visible. 304 

(g) For the measurements using teleseismic XKS phases the source polarisation 305 

is close to the backazimuth (Figure 2D, big panel). 306 
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(h) The results are constant over changing time windows, both in φ and δt 307 

creating a plateau (Figure 2D, upper small panel). 308 

(i) The cluster analysis shows few results outside a distinctive cluster around the 309 

best solution in δt–φ space (Figure 2D, lower small panel). 310 

 311 

In this study, we use local S-waves originating in the slab and teleseismic SK(K)S-312 

waves, selecting only the events with clear onsets of these phases. The quality of 313 

the individual splitting measurements was inspected manually using the 314 

indicators listed above. Good splitting measurements fulfil all the listed 315 

requirements. As low SNR was the main concern in this study, SNR weighted 316 

stacking was used (Wolfe & Silver, 1998). However, it is not possible to stack the 317 

local S-wave results due to their varying initial source polarisation. Instead we 318 

consider rose diagrams of splitting parameters for regional subcells across the 319 

study area. In these diagrams all results within different latitude-longitude 320 

ranges are averaged both in time lag and fast polarisation angle, creating a 321 

circular histogram. 322 

 323 

4. Previous Studies of Seismic Anisotropy in the eastern Caribbean 324 

 325 

Previous studies of anisotropy in the eastern Caribbean have used local, 326 

teleseismic or source-side shear-wave splitting. These studies show a 327 

predominant trench-parallel alignment of the fast shear-wave and mostly agree 328 

with each other at common stations. 329 

 330 

Russo et al. (1996) investigate teleseismic SKS-, SKKS- and PKS- waves at station 331 

SJG on Puerto Rico, as well as stations in Trinidad and Venezuela. An attempt to 332 

measure source-side splitting is made, using events from the LAA, but the results 333 

are too noisy to be useful. They do not find any influence of the counter-clock 334 

rotation of Puerto Rico on their results and attribute the trench-parallel 335 

orientation to a sinistral motion at the NA-Ca plate boundary, potentially 336 

including a minor transtensional component. 337 

 338 
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Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall (2008) measure shear-wave splitting around the 339 

Caribbean plate using teleseismic SKS and SKKS and local S-waves. The seven 340 

stations observed in the Greater and Lesser Antilles, SJG (Puerto Rico), FDF 341 

(Martinique) and five stations on Montserrat, show a trench-perpendicular 342 

orientation of the fast shear-wave. The slab S-wave results show a similar 343 

orientation but with much smaller delay times, suggesting that the cause of 344 

anisotropy is either in the slab or more likely due to mantle flow beneath the 345 

slab. 346 

 347 

Benford et al. (2012) use SKS-, SKKS-, PKS- and sSKS-waves from eight stations 348 

in the Greater Antilles, STVI on the Virgin Islands and ANWB on Barbuda. Their 349 

splitting measurements show fast shear-wave orientations parallel to the 350 

boundaries of the microplates, whereas stations located away from the micro 351 

plate boundaries, SDD (Hispaniola), SJG and STVI, show either weak splitting or a 352 

lack of a single predominant direction. They conclude that the deformation of the 353 

upper mantle is confined to the microplate boundaries due to their observation 354 

of weaker or missing splitting patterns at stations located tens of kilometres 355 

away from those boundaries. 356 

 357 

Meighan & Pulliam (2013) investigate the splitting parameters at 28 stations 358 

along the Greater Antilles and the LAA. However, stations from the French 359 

observatories on Guadeloupe and Martinique, as well as the SRC station on St. 360 

Lucia are not included. They work with teleseismic SKS- and SKKS-waves, using 361 

individual band-pass filters for each event. In general, the results show trench-362 

parallel alignment of the fast shear-waves for the stations. In the Virgin Islands 363 

two stations (ABVI, CDVI) show trench-perpendicular orientations, which they 364 

attribute to mantle flow through a slab tear that was observed previously in that 365 

region (ten Brink, 2005). 366 

 367 

Lynner & Long (2013) use source-side splitting measurements of seismic events 368 

in the LAA. Along the LAA they observe a trench-parallel alignment of the fast 369 

shear-wave, which they explain with a northward mantle flow beneath the slab. 370 

In the southern part of the arc they observe trench-perpendicular orientation 371 
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that aligns well with the direction of subduction. They argue that the mantle flow 372 

is being hindered to migrate around the southern end of the slab by a thick South 373 

American lithospheric root. Therefore, the deviation of trench-parallel 374 

orientation in the south is likely to be caused by local trench-perpendicular 375 

stretching due to trench migration or local entrained sub-slab flow from an 376 

efficient coupling of the slab and the mantle. This finding is consistent with the 377 

pattern observed by Russo et al. (1996) around the northern coast of South 378 

America. 379 

 380 

Hodges & Miller (2013) were able to confirm the trench-parallel orientation in 381 

the Greater Antilles and northern Lesser Antilles by investigating splitting 382 

parameters at 19 stations. However, in contrast to Meighan & Pulliam (2013) 383 

they did not find trench-perpendicular orientations at stations ABVI and CDVI. 384 

They conclude that there is no slab tear to be found in the vicinity of these 385 

islands or that the tear is either too narrow or too short-lived. 386 

 387 

5. Data 388 

 389 

To assess differences in the anisotropic nature of the region, 52 stations from 390 

local seismic networks were used in this study to carry out shear-wave splitting 391 

measurements. To date this is the most comprehensive study of anisotropy in 392 

this region. Of these stations 16 are run by the Puerto Rico Seismic Network, 12 393 

were previously operated by the British Geological Survey, 9 by the West Indies 394 

French Seismic Network, 5 by the Eastern Caribbean Seismograph Network, 4 by 395 

the USGS Global Seismic Network, 3 by the Netherlands Antilles Seismic 396 

Network, 2 by the Dominican Republic Seismic Network and 1 by GEOSCOPE. All 397 

of these stations are three-component broadband stations, located on the major 398 

islands along the NCPBZ and the LAA. 399 

 400 

The teleseismic events were chosen to have an epicentral distance of 85˚ to 135˚ 401 

(Figure 3A), where the SKS-wave is isolated from other phases (Silver, 1996), 402 

and a magnitude larger than 5.6. At greater distances SKS will start to interfere 403 
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with the inner core boundary, whereas at shorter distances it interferes with S 404 

and ScS arrivals. 405 

 406 

The local events were taken from seismic catalogues provided by the USGS, the 407 

SRC and the IPGP (see Figure 3B for a depth histogram). The epicentres of local 408 

events are located close to the station, so that the incidence angle falls within the 409 

shear-wave window. 410 

 411 

The SNR was improved using butterworth bandpass filters between 0.03 Hz and 412 

0.4 Hz for the teleseismic events. For the station from the French networks it was 413 

not possible to observe good splitting measurements with these filter 414 

boundaries. Therefore, corner frequencies of 0.01 Hz and 0.1 Hz were chosen. 415 

 416 

In general, data quality is highly variable. For the local events, spectra of noise 417 

and signal revealed a reduced frequency content around 3 Hz for some stations. 418 

At higher frequencies the shear-wave splitting method tends to become unstable 419 

due to the insufficient sampling rate of many data. Therefore, the corners were 420 

chosen to be at and 0.5 Hz and 2.5 Hz. To further check the robustness of the 421 

results different filters were tested for many events. 422 

 423 

6. Results 424 

 425 

Examples of splitting measurements for teleseismic SKS- and local S-waves are 426 

shown in Figures 2 and 4. The SK(K)S-splitting results are listed in Table 1 and 427 

shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. The individual splitting results are listed in the 428 

Supplementary Table 1. For the investigation of SKS-waves, around 40000 429 

waveforms recorded at 52 stations were observed in total. Of those, 152 SK(K)S-430 

splitting measurements (<1%) at 42 stations gave good results. We also 431 

documented 89 null results (non-split; see Supplementary Table 2). For the 432 

investigation of the local S-waves, around 2800 waveforms recorded at 50 433 

stations were observed in total. Of those, 242 S-splitting measurements (~8%) at 434 

42 stations gave good results. 435 

 436 
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Resolving multiple layers of anisotropy, dipping layers or further lateral 437 

heterogeneities requires good backazimuthal coverage of teleseismic events. 438 

Unfortunately, for the stations in this work this is not possible, as most 439 

teleseismic phases arrive from the north or west, a problem that has also been 440 

observed by other studies in the region (Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008; 441 

Meighan & Pulliam, 2013). As a consequence, we do not focus on backazimuthal 442 

patterns but instead use local events to help delineate layering in anisotropy. 443 

However, a collection of splitting data as a function of backazimuth at four 444 

stations can be found in the supplementary material. 445 

 446 

6.1. Teleseismic SKS-splitting results 447 

 448 

The polarisation direction of the fast shear-wave is mostly parallel to the trench. 449 

The mean value is 1.34±0.31 s for SK(K)S-measurements. The splitting results 450 

are independent of the filter boundaries, both in angle and delay time. General 451 

trench-parallel orientation has been observed in previous studies (Russo et al., 452 

1996; Piñero Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008; Benford et al., 2012; Meighan & 453 

Pulliam, 2013; Lynner and Long, 2013; Hodges & Miller, 2015). For many 454 

stations our results agree with previous results. Since our investigation was 455 

carried out uniformly for each station that gives us confidence in the results 456 

deviating from this trend. 457 

 458 

In the remainder of the section we discuss anomalies to the trench-parallel 459 

pattern going from north to south. Additionally, we compare our findings to 460 

previous results where possible to either confirm the existing results or point 461 

out differences, searching for explanations. 462 

 463 

6.1.1. Hispaniola 464 

 465 

On the island of Hispaniola, stations SDD and PCDR show approximately trench-466 

parallel alignment. This is in good agreement with results of Meighan & Pulliam 467 

(2013). At station SDD, located in the centre of the Hispaniola microplate, 468 

Benford et al. (2012) state that the number of observations of “Good and Fair 469 
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splitting” results is low compared to other stations used in that study. They 470 

attribute the lack of measurements to the absence of anisotropy in this region as 471 

a result of locally undeformed mantle. However, despite having a large 472 

uncertainty, their result follows the trench-parallel alignment and agrees with 473 

our result in both delay time and orientation angle. 474 

 475 

At station SMN1, which is located at the edge of the Hispaniola microplate, north 476 

of the eastern part of the Septentrional fault (Mann et al., 1998), our result, based 477 

on two events, shows a trench-perpendicular fast shear-wave polarisation. This 478 

is inconsistent with the result of Meighan & Pulliam (2013) who observe trench-479 

parallel alignment also using two events. Without more data, it is not clear which 480 

result is correct. 481 

 482 

6.1.2. Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands 483 

 484 

The western stations on Puerto Rico (AGPR, AOPR, CRPR, ICM, MPR, OBIP) 485 

progressively show a clockwise rotation towards a trench-perpendicular 486 

orientation of the fast shear-wave. It should noted that even though two plates 487 

subduct beneath the Puerto Rico microplate from the north (North American 488 

plate) and from the south (Caribbean plate), the results are perpendicular to 489 

both trenches. This behaviour was not observed by Meighan & Pulliam (2013) or 490 

Hodges & Miller (2015). However, both studies find orientations at the northern 491 

stations (AGPR, AOPR, MPR) that divert from trench-parallel alignment in a 492 

rotation towards our results.  493 

 494 

East of Puerto Rico at station STVI the stacked result shows a trench-parallel 495 

orientation. This agrees with Meighan & Pulliam (2013) and Hodges & Miller 496 

(2015) but is nearly orthogonal to the orientation seen by Benford et al. (2012). 497 

The latter work, though, stated an unusually high time lag with a high degree of 498 

uncertainty and scatter. Our individual results, albeit more numerous, seem to be 499 

more robust and mostly clustered around distinct values for φ (-58.0±1.8) and δt 500 

(1.13±0.02). 501 

 502 
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At station CDVI a trench-perpendicular orientation of the fast wave can be 503 

observed. This behaviour has been seen by Meighan & Pulliam (2013) but not by 504 

Hodges & Miller (2015). We do not observe a continuation of the trench-505 

perpendicular orientation pattern to station ABVI in the north. This is based on a 506 

stack of three robust individual measurements. 507 

 508 

6.1.3. Montserrat 509 

 510 

On Montserrat the individual results show a large variety in shear-wave splitting 511 

angles. We therefore investigate the results stacking the stations individually as 512 

well (see Figure 7). On the five stations where Piñero Feliciangeli & Kendall 513 

(2008) observe splitting parameters the results are in very good agreement. Our 514 

combined stack is altered by five additional stations. Especially stations MBLY 515 

and MBWH deviate from the general pattern. The results were obtained 516 

correcting for the temporal misorientations of some of these stations (see Baird 517 

et al., 2015 for detail). 518 

 519 

6.1.4. Martinique, St. Lucia and St. Vincent 520 

 521 

The station FDF on Martinique has been active as part of the Geoscope network 522 

for a much longer time than the other Martinique stations that are part of the 523 

local observatory. Our splitting results show a counterclockwise rotation from 524 

trench-parallel alignment. While station ILAM in the north shows trench-parallel 525 

alignment, station MPOM in the south shows a strong trench-perpendicular 526 

trend. The result of station FDF indicates a transition from north to south, with 527 

the value of the orientation angle being between the values of the two other 528 

stations. Results for FDF from previous studies show this counterclockwise 529 

rotation as well. 530 

 531 

Though station MPOM only provided one good splitting measurement, the 532 

observation is supported by results for next station to the south (MCLT on St. 533 

Lucia), which also shows a trench-perpendicular fast shear-wave polarisation. 534 

Even though only a few events were used at this station, the measurements are 535 
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of high-quality and satisfy our criteria for a good measurement. This pattern has 536 

not been observed before. 537 

 538 

At station SVB (St. Vincent) the fast shear-wave polarisation angle deviates from 539 

the trench-parallel orientation in a similar way as station FDF on Martinique, 540 

based on two events. This contradicts the result by Meighan & Pulliam (2013) 541 

who observed a trench-parallel pattern, based on two events as well, but with 542 

larger uncertainties both in orientation angle and delay time. 543 

 544 

6.1.5. Barbados 545 

 546 

The island of Barbados is not part of any volcanic arc, active or remnant. It is 547 

located a few tens of kilometres to the east and therefore does not experience 548 

any influence of the mantle wedge. Our result shows a clockwise rotation away 549 

from the trench-parallel orientation angle. This is significantly different from the 550 

trench-parallel orientation found by Meighan & Pulliam (2013). However, our 551 

results were obtained using more ‘good’ splitting measurements, combining SKS- 552 

and SKKS-measurements. 553 

 554 

6.2. Local S-splitting results and comparison to the SKS results 555 

 556 

The pattern observed by individual local S-splitting results is more complex 557 

(Figures 8 and 9). In contrast to the teleseismic core phases, stacking individual 558 

results is not possible, as the initial source polarisation will be variable. The 559 

horizontal component of the ray paths can be relatively large compared to the 560 

vertical components, and any part of the ray path may be anisotropic. Therefore, 561 

the results cannot be interpreted as point measurements beneath the receiver. 562 

Hence, the results are plotted at the straight-line midpoint of the ray path. 563 

 564 

Individual results are combined using rose diagrams of subcells of the area. The 565 

rose diagrams show overall trends in the fast polarisation direction. In this work 566 

a mostly trench-parallel behaviour is observed in the NCPBZ and the northern 567 
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part of the LAA (north of 15˚N). In the rest of the LAA the pattern is more 568 

complicated, showing an increase in trench-perpendicular aligned results. 569 

 570 

7. Interpretation 571 

 572 

Two main questions are addressed in this section: a) At what depths are the 573 

regions of anisotropy located? b) What causes the observed behaviour in fast 574 

shear-wave polarisation? 575 

 576 

To answer the first question a look at the change in delay time with depth 577 

provides useful hints (Figure 10). In all subcells the delay times from local events 578 

do not change with depth down to 200 km, suggesting most of the anisotropy 579 

seen by the local S-phases is in the crust. The delay times from teleseismic events 580 

are significantly larger. Therefore, the mantle wedge can be ruled out as a region 581 

of significant anisotropy. It is possible that a more complex anisotropic structure 582 

in the mantle wedge results in a destructive pattern. The main region of 583 

anisotropy has to be in the slab or beneath it. 584 

 585 

To answer the second question we return to the potential explanations for 586 

mantle anisotropy in subduction regions, as presented in the introduction. 587 

Generally, a strong trench-parallel orientation can be observed in many 588 

teleseismic shear-wave splitting results. B-type olivine LPO cannot explain this 589 

behaviour. The mantle wedge beneath the LAA and the NCPBZ does not show 590 

anisotropy. Since our study uses local S-events from events above and below 80 591 

to 90 km, we should see a change in fast-shear wave orientation (as shown in 592 

Kneller et al., 2005 or Karato et al., 2008), which is not the case. Furthermore, B-593 

type olivine is not found to be dominant in the upper mantle beneath ocean 594 

basines (Zhang & Karato, 1995; Debayle et al., 2005). Due to the isotropic nature 595 

of the wedge we can also rule out a large abundance of serpentine with an 596 

aligned fabric in this region. Aligned serpentinised cracks in the subducting slab 597 

only works as an explanation in the serpentinite stability field (to depths of 598 

about 100 km; Ulmer & Trommsdorf, 1995) and has no effect at greater depths. 599 

Our splitting results do not show a transition in orientation angle or splitting 600 
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magnitude at this depth. This does not rule out the serpentinised-crack model as 601 

a contributing mechanism, but it makes it impossible to be the primary cause. 602 

With our method it is not possible to rule out the entrainment of a sub-slab 603 

asthenosphere layer as a cause of the observed shear-wave splitting. However, it 604 

would show transitions in orientation of teleseismic S waves, depending on the 605 

steepness of the slab dip in combination with the incidence angle of the wave. In 606 

the Lesser Antilles this is not observed (Lynner & Long,2013) and is, therefore, 607 

unlikely. 608 

 609 

This leaves two mechanisms to explain the trench-parallel orientation and the 610 

delay times. The anisotropic signal can originate from within the subducted slab, 611 

retained before the subduction by plate cooling, or from mantle flow around the 612 

subducting slab. 3D ray tracing models show a similar delay time and fast shear 613 

wave orientation for both. It is also possible to have a combination of the two 614 

mechanisms. Mantle flow was used as an interpretation in previous works 615 

(Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008; Lynner & Long, 2013; Meighan & Pulliam, 616 

2013; Hodges & Miller, 2015). The near stationary Caribbean plate is wedged 617 

between subducting plates to the east and the west, and we are likely seeing the 618 

deflection of mantle material around this. However, we do see some notable 619 

deviations from slab-parallel orientations, which may indicate tears in the slabs 620 

of the LAA and NCPBZ. 621 

 622 

Across the NCPBZ the results from teleseismic events show a large range in 623 

orientations, which indicates heterogeneous anisotropy beneath the island of 624 

Puerto Rico. This can be explained by the complex tectonic setting of the Puerto 625 

Rico microplate, located above two subduction zones. The complexity of this 626 

region was also discussed by Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall (2008) based on their 627 

results for station SJG on Puerto Rico. 628 

 629 

Trench-perpendicular orientation can be observed at station CDVI, east of Puerto 630 

Rico. A slab tear accompanied by mantle flow through that gap (ten Brink, 2005) 631 

can explain this behaviour. This is likely to be a result of the Puerto Rico 632 

microplate rotation. Models for microplate rotation have been investigated 633 
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before (McKenzie & Jackson, 1986) and the effect on mantle flow has been 634 

observed in regions such as Central America (Abt et al., 2010). In contrast to the 635 

results of Meighan & Pulliam (2013), a continuation of that orientation to the 636 

north cannot be observed. Instead it is possible that the location of the slab tear 637 

continues towards the northeast. Another influence of the microplate rotation on 638 

the mantle flow can be observed in northwestern Puerto Rico. There the fast 639 

shear-wave polarisations show a counterclockwise rotation towards trench-640 

perpendicular orientations.  641 

 642 

At the islands of Montserrat and Barbuda the main direction of shear-wave 643 

splitting orientations from local events is trench-perpendicular. This is also 644 

perpendicular to the trench-parallel alignment observed with splitting 645 

measurements from teleseismic events. There are some indications that the 646 

cause for these changes does not lie in the mantle wedge. First, a turn from 647 

trench-parallel to -perpendicular orientation can be caused by a change from B- 648 

to A-type olivine due to the drier mantle conditions. However, Schlaphorst et al. 649 

(2016) observed a higher amount of subducted water around this area with the 650 

subduction of the Fifteen-Twenty fracture zone. Results from that study consider 651 

a larger amount of water being subducted further south, around the island of 652 

Dominica, yet the local splitting results do not show a prominent deviation to a 653 

trench-parallel orientation around that island. Overall, the patchy pattern of 654 

subducted water does not show a similar pattern in local fast shear-wave 655 

splitting directions. Second, as stated before, the delay times are small and do not 656 

increase with depth (Figure 10). This fact alone leads to a conclusion that the 657 

region of anisotropy is to be found in the crust, a result proposed previously 658 

(Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008; Roman et al., 2011) and Baird et al. (2015). 659 

Furthermore, the results around Montserrat are of similar orientation and delay 660 

time to the ones at station ABVI. At that station the mantle wedge cannot be used 661 

as an explanation for the region of anisotropy, which strengthens the argument 662 

for crustal anisotropy. Since the SKS-splitting results do not show this pattern, 663 

we conclude that a second stronger anisotropic layer is present at a greater 664 

depth, driven by mantle flow beneath the slab, as concluded by Piñero-665 

Feliciangeli & Kendall (2008) and Lynner & Long (2013). 666 
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 667 

Between the islands of Martinique, St. Lucia and St. Vincent the stations FDF, 668 

MCLT, MPOM and SVB show trench-perpendicular fast shear-wave polarisations. 669 

This behaviour can be explained by mantle flow through a tear in the subducting 670 

slab. Based on numerical modelling Gerya et al. (2015) show that vertical tears 671 

can easily form in curved subduction zones. Since in our case the location also 672 

coincides with the subduction of a fracture zone (Schlaphorst et al., 2016), a 673 

segmentation of the subduction zone is possible (Rosenbaum et al., 2008). In this 674 

case it is consistent with the proposed boundary between the North and South 675 

American plates (Benthem et al., 2013). Wadge & Shepherd (1984) observe a 676 

change in the orientation and the dip of the Wadati-Benioff zone in the area 677 

between Martinique and St. Lucia introducing the idea of a slab gap. On St. 678 

Vincent our result contradicts the result by Meighan & Pulliam (2013). Both 679 

studies stack two events but in our study the uncertainties in orientation angle of 680 

the fast wave and in delay time are smaller. 681 

 682 

In the south, around the islands of Grenada and Tobago our results show a 683 

trench-parallel orientation of the fast shear-wave, which contradicts the results 684 

of Lynner & Long (2013) who use source-side splitting to estimate the 685 

anisotropy. Their observed pattern of alignment with the motion of the South 686 

American plate is interpreted to be a result of the blocking of a southward 687 

mantle flow by the thick continental root. They conclude that trench-688 

perpendicular stretching due to the migration of the slab could explain the 689 

observed pattern in the south. Our results and the results of Meighan & Pulliam 690 

(2013) use direct observations from core phases recorded at stations on these 691 

islands and do not see this behaviour. However, further to the south in Trinidad 692 

and northern Venezuela Russo et al. (1996) find orientations parallel to those 693 

observed by Lynner & Long (2013). A further investigation of the area between 694 

the southern end of the LAA and the northeastern part of South America is 695 

needed to constrain the mantle flow in this region, but at face value our results 696 

suggest uninterrupted trench-parallel mantle flow beneath the subducting slab. 697 

 698 
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Alvarez (1982, 2001) has argued that the Caribbean is one of the regions, where 699 

sub lithospheric mantle flow from the Pacific to the Atlantic compensates for the 700 

shrinking of the Pacific. Interestingly our results reveal deviations from trench 701 

mantle flow in the regions proposed by this model. One of these regions also 702 

agrees with a proposed location of the boundary between the North American 703 

and South American plates. 704 

 705 

8. Conclusions 706 

 707 

In this work we investigated seismic anisotropy in the subduction environment 708 

of the LAA and the NCPBZ using shear-wave splitting measurements on 709 

teleseismic and local events recorded at 52 island stations across that region. To 710 

date, this is the most comprehensive dataset used to study crust and mantle 711 

anisotropy in this region. These results were used to infer deformation 712 

structures in the mantle across this complicated plate boundary. Shear-wave 713 

splitting in teleseismic core phases shows a broadly trench parallel fast shear-714 

wave polarisation along the LAA and NCPBZ. This agrees with the interpretation 715 

of continuous trench-parallel mantle flow proposed by Piñero-Feliciangeli & 716 

Kendall (2008) and Lynner & Long (2013), which is due to the subducting slab 717 

acting as a barrier to mantle flow beneath the Caribbean and North/South 718 

American plates. 719 

 720 

Shear-wave splitting measured in local S-phases with depths down to 200 km 721 

suggest that the upper mantle wedge beneath the Caribbean in this region is 722 

isotropic and that most of the anisotropy observed by these phases is confined to 723 

the crust. These observations agree with previous observations, which were 724 

albeit described at fewer stations and suggest that splitting in teleseismic phases 725 

is primarily sensitive to anisotropy within or below the slab.  726 

 727 

However, there are a number of measurements that show significant deviations 728 

from the slab parallel orientations in mantle anisotropy. Two anomalies are 729 

observed beneath the NCPBZ. We map a sharp change to a trench-perpendicular 730 

orientation east of Puerto Rico. This anomaly can be explained by mantle flow 731 
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through a slab tear, as previously proposed by ten Brink (2005) and based on 732 

seismicity patterns. Our results suggest that this tear trends towards the east, 733 

which is a slightly different interpretation from Meighan & Pulliam (2013), who 734 

argue the tear extends in a more northerly direction. This is primarily based on 735 

our analysis of more data and different results observed at station ABVI. A 736 

second anomaly, not previously observed, is a trench-perpendicular pattern at 737 

stations in western Puerto Rico. This can be explained by the counterclockwise 738 

rotation of Puerto Rico and the ongoing opening of the Mona Passage (Dolan et 739 

al., 1998). Hence, it would appear that there are at least two potential slab 740 

windows where mantle can flow across the subducting slabs of the NCPBZ.  741 

 742 

There is a clear deviation from slab-parallel flow beneath the LAA between 743 

Martinique and St. Vincent. This is visible in core-phase splitting at four stations. 744 

Again, this pattern can be explained by a mantle flow through a gap in the 745 

subducting plate. Wadge & Shepherd (1984) observe a vertical gap in the 746 

Wadati-Benioff zone in this region using a seismicity catalogue from local seismic 747 

networks. This feature has been also proposed for this area based on 748 

tomographic models (Benthem et al., 2013). Our observations further strengthen 749 

the argument that the plate boundary between the North and South American 750 

plates lies in this region.  751 

 752 

The gaps in both the LAA and the NCPBZ agree with previously proposed gaps in 753 

the slabs of the eastern Caribbean, which allow eastward sublithospheric mantle 754 

flow in response to the shrinking of the Pacific plate (Alvarez 1982; 2001). A 755 

detailed study of the area using a denser array of seismic stations, including 756 

ocean bottom seismometers, would help to investigate these features further. 757 
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Tables: 1093 

 1094 

Table 1: SKS-splitting results for each individual station with at least one 1095 

measurement, including results from previous results. Note that Benford et al. 1096 

(2012) and Hodges & Miller (2015) only show average results including 1097 

individual results with an assigned quality of “fair”, whereas the other studies 1098 

use only “good” results. 1099 

Station No.1 φ±∆φ  δt±∆δt  Source     1100 
ABD  2 -26.0±3.5  2.08±0.52   1101 
ABVI  3 87.0±7.0  1.58±0.08   1102 
 1 8.3±26.0  0.75±0.45  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1103 
 19 -66.7±7.9 1.9±0.74 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1104 
AGPR  2 -27.0±3.3  0.59±0.05   1105 
 2 -63.7±11.8  1.1±0.45  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1106 
 7 -79.29±15.68 1.31±0.92 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1107 
ANWB  6 -65.0±4.3  1.20±0.08   1108 
 5 -47.5±12.3  1.4±0.37  Benford et al., 2012  1109 
 25 -64.5±29.3  1.52±1.04  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1110 
 24 -55.6±23.0 1.38±0.66 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1111 
AOPR  16 -31.0±3.8  0.73±0.08   1112 
 3 -75.8±17.2  1.55±0.62  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1113 
 29 -67.9±14.8 0.92±0.16 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1114 
BARV  16 84±2   2.1±0.2  Russo et al., 1996  1115 
BBGH  6 64.0±2.3  1.10±0.09   1116 
 2 5.1±14.0  0.9±0.35  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1117 
CBYP  1 -80.0±7.5  2.17±0.15   1118 
 3 -85±22.8  0.7±0.83  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1119 
 8 -35.8±17.5 0.51±0.20 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1120 
CDVI  1 22.0±7.8  2.00±0.11   1121 
 2 37.5±27.5  0.75±0.53  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1122 
 10 -74.4±20.5 0.975±0.22 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1123 
CPD  4 -82.0±3.5  1.05±0.05   1124 
CRPR2 2 -62.0±7.0  1.33±0.23   1125 
DLPL 2 -3.0±18.5  1.13±0.29   1126 
 2 3.5±26.3  1.8±0.53  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1127 
DSD  2 -60.0±4.0  1.13±0.05   1128 
EMPR 5 -89±28.15 1.82±1.22 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1129 
FDF  3 -59.0±8.8  0.90±0.06   1130 
 7 -43.6±16.6  1.19±0.63  Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008 1131 
 3 -39.4±9.2  1±0.48   Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1132 
GRGR  2 66.0±3.3  1.73±0.13   1133 
 2 41.5±16.3  2.6±0.53  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1134 
HUMP  3 -49.0±5.5  0.68±0.09   1135 
 3 83.9±4.7  2.85±0.25  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1136 
 13 81.7±0.46 1.56±0.56 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1137 
ICM  1 -71.0±1.0  1.70±0.03   1138 
ILAM  1 -3.0±20.8  0.77±0.70   1139 
MVO3 23 -23.0±1.5  1.03±0.06   1140 
 11 -41.1±7.4  1.68±0.28  Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008 1141 
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MBBE  2 -24.0±4.3  1.05±0.22   1142 
 1 -20.0±10.0  2.10±0.60  Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008  1143 
MBBY  2 -13.0±2.3  1.25±0.23   1144 
 2 -18.5±10.0  1.93±0.42  Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008 1145 
MBFR  2 -32.0±4.5  1.13±0.14   1146 
MBGA  1 -30.0±6.5  1.75±0.25   1147 
MBGB  4 -37.0±6.5  0.80±0.14   1148 
 4 -39.2±12.3  1.35±0.58  Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008  1149 
MBGH  4 -33.0±2.8  0.95±0.09   1150 
 3 -39.2±16.33  1.31±1.38  Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008  1151 
MBLG  3 -30.0±6.5  2.03±0.16   1152 
MBLY  1 -82.0±21.5  0.97±0.61   1153 
MBRY  4 -22.0±3.0  1.15±0.11   1154 
 1 -25.0±10.0  1.95±0.45  Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008  1155 
MBWH 1 -84.0±24.8  1.80±0.91   1156 
MCLT  3 -68.0±12.5  0.65±0.09   1157 
MGP2 2 -64.9±17.8  0.8±0.25  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1158 
 3 82.33±3.51 1.867±0.75 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1159 
MLPR 3 -82.25±9.7 1.68±0.54 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1160 
MPOM  1 -81.0±8.8  2.40±0.20   1161 
MPR  1 -31.0±15.3  1.23±0.41   1162 
 4 -65.7±10.0  1.3±0.39  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1163 
 8 -73±10.89 1.56±0.53 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1164 
MTP 1 -57.0±3.8 1.53±0.09 1165 
 2 -83.9±6.5 2.1±0.43 Meighan & Pulliam, 2013 1166 
 6 -89.667 2.4±0.41 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1167 
OBIP  4 -48.0±5.0  0.90±0.14   1168 
 3 -64.9±18.2  0.5±0.30  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1169 
 15 -86.3±11.2 1.14±0.27 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1170 
PCDR  1 -59.0±1.3  1.33±0.08   1171 
 2 -49.8±13.5  2.1±0.38  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1172 
 7 -77.14±9.04 1.47±0.29 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1173 
PUCM4 3 -77.9±18.7 1.36±0.35 Meighan & Pulliam, 2013 1174 
RSLV  20 86±3   1.9±0.3  Russo et al., 1996  1175 
SABA  6 -58.0±4.5  1.10±0.06   1176 
 5 -77.9±20.2  0.9±0.38  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013 1177 
 13 -64.3±3.0 1.18±0.05 Hodges & Miller, 2015  1178 
SDD  1 -57.0±3.3  1.33±0.18   1179 
 3 -33.0±37.1  1.35±1.43  Benford et al., 2012  1180 
 2 -71.9±26.8  0.95±0.45  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1181 
SEUS  6 -44.0±7.0  0.98±0.13   1182 
 2 -60.8±21.3  0.9±0.33  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013 1183 
 8 -60.4±10.0 1.03±0.22 Hodges & Miller, 2015  1184 
SJG  21 -84.0±2.8  0.83±0.04   1185 
 13 85±1   1.2±0.2  Russo et al., 1996 1186 
 20 -89.3±9.0  1.29±0.27  Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall, 2008  1187 
 10 -78.6±20.9  1.23±1.10  Benford et al., 2012 1188 
 11 -87.63±15.4 1.24±0.55 Hodges & Miller, 2015  1189 
SMN1  2 30.0±3.5  1.78±0.21   1190 
 2 -55.6±11.0  1.85±0.65  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1191 
SMRT  3 -67.0±4.3  1.20±0.11   1192 
 3 -78.9±21.7  1±0.47   Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1193 
 5 -79.1±17.3 1.13±0.06 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1194 
STVI  14 -58.0±1.8  1.13±0.02   1195 
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 6 61.0±54.2  2.89±1.23  Benford et al., 2012  1196 
 3 -81.9±5.0  2.35±0.28  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1197 
 10 -62.8±14.8 1.47±0.39 Hodges & Miller, 2015 1198 
SVB  2 -32.0±6.25  1.43±0.23   1199 
 2 23.6±17.5  1.2±0.63  Meighan & Pulliam, 2013  1200 
TDBA  3 -31.0±2.3  1.40±0.24   1201 
TOSP  1 24.0±5.3  0.85±0.07   1202 
TRNV  13 95±11   1.9±0.2  Russo et al., 1996    1203 
1 Number of stacked events. 1204 

2 The location of stations CRPR and MGP are approximately 2 km apart. Results 1205 

of both stations have been compared. 1206 

3 Stack of 10 stations on Montserrat. The individual station results are listed as 1207 

well. No SKS splitting results were found for MBGE and MBHA. 1208 

4 Station PUCM is west of the area shown in figure 5.1209 
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Figures: 1210 

 1211 

Figure 1: Structural map of the Eastern Caribbean. Landmasses are shown in 1212 

grey. The plate names are abbreviated: Ca denotes the Caribbean, NAm the North 1213 

American and SAm the South American plate. The northwest of the map shows 1214 

the complex subduction environment of the Northern Caribbean Plate Boundary 1215 

Zone (NCPBZ). The locations of the Bahamas Carbonate Banks (BCB), the island 1216 

of Puerto Rico (PR) and the Mona Passage (MP), as well as the Septentrional 1217 

Fault (SF) and the North Puerto Rico Slope Fault (NPSRF) are shown. Details are 1218 

taken from Dolan et al. (1998). Towards the south the Southern Caribbean 1219 

Deformed Belt (SCDB) marks the subduction of the Caribbean beneath the South 1220 

American plate. In the east the five major fracture zones that originate at the 1221 

Mid-Atlantic Ridge are shown (15-20: Fifteen-Twenty; Ma: Marathon; Me: 1222 

Mercurius; Ve: Vema; Do: Doldrums). The Bahamas accretionary prism (BAP) is 1223 

located around the island of Barbados. The plate motions of the North and South 1224 

American plates are indicated by black arrows. Their length and angle indicate 1225 

the motion and velocity of subduction relative to the Caribbean plate (DeMets et 1226 

al., 2000).1227 
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 1228 

Figure 2: Example of an SKS-splitting measurement at station ICM (Puerto Rico) 1229 

on a magnitude 7.2 event recorded on 29/09/2008, 15:19:37.000. The event 1230 

originated at the Kermadec trench in the Pacific Ocean (29.80˚S, 177.67˚ W, 1231 

distance: 116.7˚) at a depth of 82.0 km. A) The filtered (0.01–0.4 Hz) east-west 1232 

(E), north-south (N) and vertical (Z) components. The solid vertical bars indicate 1233 

the start (a) and end time (f) of the window used to isolate the SKS-wave. Note 1234 

that 100 different windows were tested and this one gave the best result. The 1235 

dashed vertical bars indicate theoretical arrival times of different phases, 1236 

calculated using the iasp91 reference model (Kennett & Engdahl, 1991). B) 1237 

Radial (R) and transverse (T) components before and after the correction. For a 1238 

good splitting measurement the energy on the transverse component should be 1239 

minimised after the splitting correction. C) Top row: Fast (solid line) and slow 1240 

(dashed line) shear-waves before (left) and after correction (middle and right). 1241 

The amplitudes are normalised in the left and middle diagrams, true amplitudes 1242 

are shown in the right panel. Bottom row: Particle motion in the polarisation 1243 

plane within the defined window before (left) and after correction (right). Shear-1244 

wave splitting tends to an elliptical particle motion, which should be linearised 1245 
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after the correction is applied. D) Big panel: Contour plot of the grid-search over 1246 

δt and φ showing the second eigenvalue of the covariance matrix. The best 1247 

splitting parameters are indicated by the cross, the thicker black line indicates 1248 

the 95% confidence contour of the F test. Above the panel information about the 1249 

splitting parameters (δt and φ), the source polarisation (spol) and the 1250 

backazimuth (baz) is shown. Note that the source polarisation is less than 20˚ 1251 

deviant from the opposite of the backazimuth. Small panels: Best splitting 1252 

solutions for the 100 time windows around SKS (top) and cluster analysis of the 1253 

solutions (bottom). A good result will be stable over different time windows, 1254 

creating plateaus in both splitting parameters, with the best solutions clustering 1255 

in one area. In this case the plateau spans the entire range of windows and all 1256 

solutions cluster in one area.1257 
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 1258 

Figure 3: Teleseismic event locations and depths of local events. A) Azimuthal 1259 

equidistant map showing the event locations of all teleseismic events used in this 1260 

study (red stars). The red concentric circles represent the search distance of 85˚ 1261 

to 135˚ (purple inverted triangle). Note that this is a combined plot for all 1262 

stations using an average station position of 15˚N, 65˚W. B) Histogram showing 1263 

the depths of all local events used in this study. The histogram bin width is 10 1264 

km.1265 
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 1266 

Figure 4: Example of a local S-splitting measurement at station ANWB (Barbuda) 1267 

on a magnitude 3.5 event recorded on 03/09/2008, 05:03:34.360. The local 1268 

event (17.70˚N, 67.64˚W, distance: 0.2˚) originated at a depth of 71.5 km. The 1269 

data is filtered (0.5–2.5 Hz). See caption of Figure 2 for more details. For local 1270 

splitting measurements the source polarisation in general is not aligned with the 1271 

backazimuth. R and T do not represent radial and transverse components to the 1272 

backazimuth but are rotated with respect to the initial source polarisation of the 1273 

shear-wave.1274 
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 1275 

Figure 5: Stacked SK(K)S-splitting measurements in the NCPBZ from this work 1276 

(blue bars) and previous studies (yellow bars). The length of the bar is 1277 

proportional to the magnitude of the splitting (δt) and the orientation represents 1278 

the angle (φ). Previous results were obtained by Russo et al. (1996), Piñero-1279 

Feliciangeli & Kendall (2008) and Benford et al. (2012), Meighan & Pulliam 1280 

(2013) and Hodges & Miller (2015). Details can be found in Table 1. Note that the 1281 

previous result shown at station CRPR is a result of station MGP located close-by 1282 

and plotted on the locations of that station. The slab contours indicate the Puerto 1283 

Rico Trench (solid) and the Los Muertos Trench (dashed) and are taken from 1284 

Dolan et al. (1998). The thick lines show the 0 km contour lines, the thinner 1285 

contours have an interval of 25 km. The grey arrow indicates sublithosphere 1286 

mantle flow as proposed by Alvarez (1982). For individual SK(K)s-splitting 1287 

measurements of these stations see Supplementary Figure 1.1288 
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 1289 

Figure 6: Stacked SK(K)S-splitting measurements in the LAA from this work 1290 

(blue bars) and previous studies (yellow bars). The length of the bar is 1291 

proportional to the magnitude of the splitting (δt) and the orientation represents 1292 

the angle (φ). Previous results were obtained by Russo et al. (1996), Benford et 1293 

al. (2012), Meighan & Pulliam (2013) and Hodges & Miller (2015). Details can be 1294 
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found in Table 1. Note that MVO consists of a stack of individual stations. The 1295 

slab contours are taken from Gudmundsson & Sambridge (1998). The thick line 1296 

shows the 0 km contour line, the thinner contours have an interval of 50 km. The 1297 

grey arrow indicates sublithosphere mantle flow as proposed by Alvarez (1982). 1298 

For individual SK(K)s-splitting measurements of these stations see 1299 

Supplementary Figure 2.1300 
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 1301 

Figure 7: Stacked SKS-splitting measurements on individual stations on 1302 

Montserrat from this work (blue bars) and previous studies (yellow bars). The 1303 

length of the bar is proportional to the magnitude of the splitting (δt) and the 1304 

orientation represents the angle (φ). All previous results were obtained by 1305 

Piñero-Feliciangeli & Kendall (2008). For individual SK(K)s-splitting 1306 

measurements of these stations see Supplementary Figure 3.1307 
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 1308 

Figure 8: Local S-splitting measurements in the NCPBZ. A) Individual results of 1309 

each measurement. The length of the bar is proportional to the magnitude of the 1310 

splitting (δt) and the orientation represents the angle (φ). The colour of the bar 1311 

indicates the event depth. The results are located on the midpoint of the ray 1312 

path. Note that the ray path is assumed to be a straight line. This will introduce a 1313 

location uncertainty. Due to the curvature of the ray path the midpoint of the 1314 

path will be closer to the station. For local waves this effect can be neglected. The 1315 
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boxes (“Box A” and “Box B”; dotted lines) are used as individual areas in Figure 1316 

10. The slab contours indicate the Puerto Rico Trench (solid) and the Los 1317 

Muertos Trench (dashed) and are taken from Dolan et al. (1998). The thick lines 1318 

show the 0 km contour lines, the thinner contours have an interval of 25 km. B) 1319 

Rose diagrams showing the fast shear-wave polarisation for the local S-splitting 1320 

measurements. Every rose diagram includes all local events located in the 1321 

associated box (dotted lines). The lengths of the individual bars represent the 1322 

normalised summation of all delay times in a particular orientation angle bin. 1323 

The bin size is set to 30˚.1324 
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 1325 

Figure 9: Local S-splitting measurements in the LAA. The length of the bar is 1326 

proportional to the magnitude of the splitting (δt) and the orientation represents 1327 

the angle (φ). The colour of the bar indicates the event depth. The results are 1328 

located on the straight-line midpoint (see Figure 8 for explanation) of the ray 1329 

path. The boxes (“Box C”, “Box D” and “Box E”; dotted lines) are used as 1330 
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individual areas in Figure 10. Every rose diagram includes all local events 1331 

located in the associated box. The lengths of the individual bars represent the 1332 

normalised summation of all delay times in a particular orientation angle bin. 1333 

The bin size is set to 30˚. The slab contours are taken from Gudmundsson & 1334 

Sambridge (1998). The thick line shows the 0 km contour line, the thinner 1335 

contours have an interval of 50 km.1336 
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 1337 

Figure 10: Shear-wave splitting delay times of different regions against event 1338 

depth. The mean value and standard deviation are shown for S and SK(K)S in 1339 

every plot. The local events are colour-coded according to their depths, matching 1340 

the colours in Figures 8 and 9. Note that the depth information for the SKS-waves 1341 

is arbitrary to facilitate visibility. Letters A to E represent the boxes in Figures 8A 1342 

and 9: A) Greater Antilles – 17˚N–20˚N, 70˚W–67˚W. B) Greater Antilles – 17˚N–1343 

20˚N, 67˚W–64˚W. C) Lesser Antilles – 17˚N–20˚N, 64˚W–59˚W. D) Lesser Antilles 1344 

– 15˚N–17˚N, 64˚W–59˚W. E) Lesser Antilles – 11˚N–15˚N, 64˚W–59˚W. 1345 


